Section 3: Social and Emotional Learning

E. Responsible Decision-Making

In a perfect world, every decision that
a student makes would have a favorable outcome, no negative consequences, and make sense. That rarely
happens. Making decisions is complex, often emotionally charged, and
frequently involves tough and ethical
choices. If decision making is difficult
for adults, think for a moment just
how challenging it is for students to
navigate in today’s world.
When it comes to making decisions,
students need to be able to identify the
problem, manage their emotions so
they can handle their situation effectively, look at possible options and
alternatives, analyze available resources, consider the consequences of
their decision, and reflect on the outcome.

haps the question is met with silence.
Little is accomplished and even less is
learned. In his book Raising Emotionally Intelligent Teenagers (Three Rivers Press), Maurice Elias advises parents and adults to avoid “Why” questions because they are often perceived
as accusatory which sets the stage for
a defensive response. Keeping the
door open for communication is essential in the process of learning
about and making good decisions.

Instead of “why” questions, ask
“what” questions. What are you feeling? What would you say the problem
is? What did you want to accomplish
in this situation? What have you tried
in similar situations? Also, asking
open ended questions works better
than closed questions. “Please tell me
what happened” is a better approach
Good decision making is an important than “Why did you do that?”
and learnable life skill that can be
taught and reinforced both at home
Social emotional learning (SEL) is
and at school. To make sound decisometimes called “the missing piece,”
sions, children, like adults, need good because it represents a part of educainformation. Sometimes, making poor tion that links academic knowledge to
decisions and experiencing the conse- a specific set of skills important to
quences help shape better decisions in success in schools, families, commuthe future. Consider this: since deci- nities, workplaces, and life in general.
sion making is a skill, students can
It is essential that parents and schools
become very good at making poor
work together in sending strong and
decisions. Therefore, they should be coordinated messages that reinforce
encouraged to understand the impor- good decision making skills. Students
tance of making ethical decisions,
can learn to successfully solve comknow available options, and consider plex problems in the classroom and in
the consequences of their actions and real-life situations with practice, guiddecisions.
ance, and positive modeling by adults.
If a student makes a questionable or
bad choice, adults will often ask,
“Why did you do that?” The typical
response is “I don’t know,” or
“Because,” or “It’s no big deal.” Per-



Start youth off with select options so
they are not overwhelmed. Expand
choices as they grow and mature.



Teach children a decision-making
formula similar to this example
(although there are many from
which to choose):







Define the problem
Manage emotions; remain calm
Explore the options
Consider the consequences
Reflect/learn from decisions made.



Teach by example. Students of
every age watch and learn from the
adults around them. A thoughtful,
analytical, and positive role model
serves as the best teacher.



Help youth solve their own problems. Be there to guide and assist
but they need to know how to solve
problems and learn from the decisions they make.
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Social Skill Worksheet
Skill: Friendship

Student:_______________________

Grade:_______ Date:___________

Qualities I admire in friends are:

Some things I like to do with my friends are:

I like my friend because:

Feelings I have when I am with my friends:

Activities I like to do with my friends:

I feel I am a good friend because…
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Reflecting/Communication Skills
However good you think your listening skills are, the only person who can tell
you if you have understood correctly or not is the speaker. Therefore, as an
extension of good listening skills, you need to develop the ability to reflect
words and feelings and to clarify that you have understood them correctly.
It is often important that you and the speaker agree that what you
understand is a true representation of what was meant to be said.
As well as understanding and reflecting the verbal messages of the speaker it
is important to try to understand the emotions - this page explains how to
use reflection effectively to help you build greater understanding of not only
what is being said but the content, feeling and meaning of messages.
What is Reflecting?
Reflecting is the process of paraphrasing and restating both the feelings and words of the speaker. The
purposes of reflecting are:
To allow the speaker to 'hear' their own thoughts and to focus on what they say and feel.
To show the speaker that you are trying to perceive the world as they see it and that you are doing
your best to understand their messages.
To encourage them to continue talking.
Reflecting does not involve you asking questions, introducing a new topic or leading the conversation in
another direction. Speakers are helped through reflecting as it not only allows them to feel understood,
but it also gives them the opportunity to focus their ideas. This in turn helps them to direct their
thoughts and further encourages them to continue speaking.
Two Main Techniques of Reflecting:
Mirroring - a simple form of reflecting and involves repeating almost exactly what the speaker says.
Mirroring should be short and simple. It is usually enough to just repeat key words or the last few words
spoken. This shows you are trying to understand the speakers terms of reference and acts as a prompt
for him or her to continue. Be aware not to over mirror as this can become irritating and therefore a
distraction from the message.
Paraphrasing - involves using other words to reflect what the speaker has said. Paraphrasing shows not
only that you are listening, but that you are attempting to understand what the speaker is saying.
It is often the case that people 'hear what they expect to hear' due to assumptions, stereotyping or
prejudices. When paraphrasing, it is of utmost importance that you do not introduce your own ideas or
question the speakers thoughts, feelings or actions. Your responses should be non-directive and nonjudgemental. It is very difficult to resist the temptation to ask questions and when this technique is first
used, reflecting can seem very stilted and unnatural. You need to practice this skill in order to feel
comfortable.
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